Sling Along-

Stitching in the 1st Zipper Pouch in lining- Step 18-19

The following pictures are here to illustrate steps 18-19. They are presented in order after pressing a
1/4” hem (WST) in the bottom edge of one Zip Pouch.
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In pictures 1+2 you can that I’ve pinned a Zip Pouch to the
WS of the zipper and also LST with the Wall along the seam.
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Pictures 3 + 4 both show the Zip
Pouch being stitched in place.
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In order to get the pressed-under
edge to cover the raw edges of the
Wall, I start by simply matching the
double notches (#4), and then I pin
the pressed edge in place there.
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Please notice that I really make no
effort to cover the actual Wall
SEAM…. Only the raw edges of the
Wall
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Then I proceed to pin the rest of the pressed
edge in place to completely cover the raw
edges.
Again,,, please notice that the seam isn't cover because it really doesn't matter and it’s a
whole lot easier to not worry about doing
that.
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In pictures 9 + 10 I’m hand-stitching the Zip Pouch lining
in place.
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Please notice that I am choosing to grab fabric with my
pin from within the Wall SEAM itself. This is not only easy,
but it also keeps the stitching completely invisible from
the outside of the Wall and Pouch. I also make No effort
to hide this stitching. You can see why below.
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In picture 11 (above), the Pouch is completely
stitched in place. As you can see… its not completely even and its really not very nice looking…

But in picture 12 (at left), once the Wall is
pushed ESO the way its supposed to be in the
finished Bag, you can no longer SEE this handstitched seam at ALL!
:)

